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ABSTRACT

Objective The aim of this study is to assess the intraobserver and interobserver reproducibility of measurement of amniotic fluid index (AFI) and single deepest vertical pool (SDVP), also known as the maximal vertical pocket.

Methods A total of 175 fetuses were evaluated. For each fetus, two observers acquired duplicate sets of AFI and SDVP. Measurement differences were expressed as actual and percentage values. For all comparisons, Bland–Altman plots were used to compare differences, and limits of agreement were calculated.

Results Intraobserver and interobserver agreement remained fairly constant with gestation, both for AFI and SDVP. The intraobserver limits of agreement for AFI were −5.2 to 5 cm or −38% to 37%; whereas for SDVP, these were −2.6 to 2.4 cm or −52% to 48%. The interobserver limits of agreement for AFI measurement were −7.3 to 7.1 cm or −54% to 53% and for SDVP measurement were −2.5 to 2.5 cm or −51% to 52%. Intraobserver coefficient of variation for SDVP was 14% and for AFI was 19%; the interobserver coefficient was 19% for both AFI and SDVP.

Conclusion Limits of agreement for both methods are wide. The choice of method should be dictated by clinical considerations other than method reproducibility. © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

Amniotic fluid is a key indicator of fetal well-being in the second half of pregnancy. It is a function of both urine production and swallowing. At the beginning of pregnancy, amniotic fluid volume (AFV) is higher than fetal volume; the two volumes become equal soon after the 20th week. By the 30th week, AFV is about half the fetal volume, and at term, it is about a quarter of it. The rate of change in AFV is a strong function of gestational age, but in normal pregnancies, a wide volume range is seen, particularly during the second half of gestation; while the AFV range for a given gestational age is very broad between pregnancies, what is most important in clinical practice is not to know exactly its mean variations and their respective reference ranges but to apply a reproducible method enabling detection of those AFV variations.

Detection of abnormalities in AFV is an important part of fetal well-being assessment, because this can correlate with adverse perinatal outcomes: Oligohydramnios is associated with fetal growth restriction due to placental insufficiency and can be due to rupture of membranes or structural anomalies, particularly of the urinary tract. Polyhydramnios is associated with maternal conditions, such as diabetes and fetal abnormalities, including neural tube defects and gastrointestinal tract obstruction.

Assessment of AFV using ultrasound (US) is widely accepted as the method of choice, as it is easily accessible and safe. Operator experience remains important, and the estimation may also be affected by fetal position and possible transient changes because of the normal dynamic variation of AFV. This means that US assessment is less accurate than invasive methods such as dye dilution techniques.

The two common semiquantitative methods to measure AFV with US are the amniotic fluid index (AFI) and single deepest vertical pool (SDVP), also known as the maximal vertical pocket.
When compared with dye dilution techniques, there is no consensus as to whether AFI is more accurate than SDVP and vice versa. There is also no consensus as to whether AFI or SDVP is the more reproducible method for measuring AFV throughout gestation. Therefore, choice is currently on the basis of clinical preference or local protocols.

The aim of this study is to establish and compare the reproducibility of the two most commonly used methods, AFI and SDVP, throughout gestation.

METHODS
The International Fetal and Newborn Growth Standards for the 21st Century (INTERGROWTH-21st) is an international, multicenter, observational project of fetal and newborn growth currently underway in eight hospitals across the world. All recruited women have low risk pregnancies that fulfill well-defined and strict inclusion criteria at recruitment, details of which have been published elsewhere. In the Fetal Growth Longitudinal Study, serial fetal growth scans are performed every 5±1 weeks from 14+0 to 42+0 weeks. All US scans are performed using the same commercially available US machine (Philips HD-9, Philips Ultrasound, and Bothell, WA, USA) with curvilinear abdominal transducers (C5-2, C6-3, V7-3). For the purposes of the study, the machine software was engineered to ensure that the measurement values do not appear on screen during the examination. All sonographers taking part in the study underwent standardization and were subject to quality control processes. The INTERGROWTH-21st protocol was approved by the Oxfordshire Research Ethics Committee. All pregnant participants gave written informed consent.

For this reproducibility study, consecutive pregnant women in the Oxford arm of the INTERGROWTH-21st project were invited to take part in a reproducibility study for assessment of the AFI and SDVP. In order to assess measurement reproducibility with an equal distribution throughout gestation, we included at least five cases per gestational week from 14 weeks onwards. Three experienced sonographers performed the US scans in observer pairs. Every examination was allocated to an observer pair randomly using a computer-generated randomization algorithm. Each sonographer performed the AFI and SDVP measurement twice, blindly, and independently of the second sonographer. For the intraobserver measurements, each sonographer performed subsequent measurements after completing a full set at the same sitting but at a different time of the exam.

During measurement, the US transducer was held vertical to the uterine contour onto the abdomen and parallel to the maternal sagittal plane. Each amniotic fluid measurement was free of fetal extremities and the umbilical cord as this may overestimate the volume. The use of color Doppler to ensure absence of the umbilical cord was allowed but not dictated, and was at the discretion of the operator.

The AFI is the sum total of the deepest vertical pockets of liquor in each of the four quadrants into which the uterus is divided by using the linea nigra and above the umbilicus as proposed by Gramellini et al. If the uterine fundus was below the umbilicus, the uterus was divided into upper and lower halves by a point midway between the symphysis pubis and the top of the uterine fundus. The measurements for the AFI and the SDVP were carried out at the same time. Fetal presentation was recorded as cephalic or noncephalic; fetal activity was also rated as active, quiet, or unable to comment.

As described, the US machine was modified so that measurement values do not appear on screen in order to avoid ‘expected value’ bias. In addition, the display of caliper placement was removed from the screen before the subsequent sonographer. Data were then extracted from the hard drive of each respective US machine.

Figure 1 Intraobserver variability for amniotic fluid index (AFI) and single deepest vertical pool (SDVP). Intraobserver variability of AFI (left panel) and SDVP (right panel) expressed as absolute values.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Intraobserver and interobserver differences in centimeters were calculated. Measurement differences were also expressed in percentage terms, where the actual difference in centimeter was divided by the mean measurement in centimeter (cm) and multiplied by 100. Both the actual and percentage differences were plotted against the mean measurement, using the method described by Bland and Altman, and 95% limits of agreement were calculated. In addition, within-subject coefficients of variation for SDVP and AFI were calculated.

In order to ascertain the effect of fetal presentation and fetal activity on observer agreement, measurement differences were compared between cephalic and noncephalic fetuses and also between active and quiet fetuses. All analyses were performed using STATA version 11 (Statacorp, College Station, Texas, USA).

RESULTS
We included 175 scans equally distributed between 15 and 41 weeks of gestation. This included 1400 measurements. The participants’ mean age was 29.4 years [standard deviation (SD) 4.0], and their mean BMI was 23.2 (SD 2.9).

Mean measurement differences, both within the same observer and between observers, were almost zero, confirming the lack of systematic bias (Figures 1–4). For intraobserver reproducibility

Figure 2 Percentage intraobserver variability for amniotic fluid index (AFI) and single deepest vertical pool (SDVP). Intraobserver variability of AFI (left panel) and SDVP (right panel) expressed as percentage values

Figure 3 Interobserver variability for amniotic fluid index (AFI) and single deepest vertical pool (SDVP). Interobserver variability of AFI (left panel) and SDVP (right panel) expressed as absolute values
of AFI, the limits of agreement were −5.2 to 5 cm or −39% to +37%; whereas for SDVP, these were −2.6 to 2.4 cm or −52% to 48%. The interobserver reproducibility of AFI was −7.3 to 7.1 cm or −54% to 53%, and for SDVP, this was −2.5 cm to 2.5 cm or −51% to 52% (Table 1).

Intraobserver coefficient of variation for SDVP was 14% and for AFI 19%, whereas the interobserver coefficient was 19% for both AFI and SDVP.

Univariate analysis of the effect of fetal activity revealed no significant difference between active and quiet babies. Similarly, there was no significant difference between cephalic and noncephalic presentation.

DISCUSSION

Main findings
Our study evaluated the intraobserver and interobserver agreement of measurement for AFI and SDVP in normal, uncomplicated pregnancies with normal AFV. In our study, we established that the intraobserver and interobserver variation for AFI were approximately ±5 and ±3 cm, respectively. For SDVP, the intraobserver and interobserver variation were ±2 and ±3 cm. These values are high. It is difficult to directly compare the reproducibility of AFI and SDVP in actual measurement values, because AFI is an index consisting of four measurements and therefore larger than the single measurement that constitutes SDVP; in addition, both measurements change throughout gestation. To try and overcome this, we expressed the values as percentages. Through this transformation, direct comparisons can be inferred more easily. The interobserver limits of agreement were around ±50% for both SDVP and AFI; intraobserver variation of AFI appeared marginally better at ±38%. We also analyzed potential factors that could lead to increased measurement variation such as fetal activity and fetal presentation. We found no significant effect.

The effect of gestational age on the reproducibility of measurement of AFI and SDVP is not well established. Our study benefits from a large sample size and equal distribution of scans from 14 to 42 weeks of gestation; visual inspection of the Bland–Altman plots confirms that there is not a substantial effect of advancing gestational age on measurement error.

Strengths and limitations
There are several strengths in our study. We examined a large number of subjects and ensured an equal distribution throughout gestation. Formal blinding of all observers was ensured by using an US machine that was modified to ensure no measurement values are visible at the time of caliper placement. A further advantage of this study is the different time points of measurements that allowed assessment of both intra and interobserver differences of the measurements.

This study has some limitations. The pregnancies were uncomplicated, with normal AFV; women were not selected on the basis of normal amniotic fluid, rather on the optimal potential for normal fetal growth. Although we cannot be certain that reproducibility for fetuses with oligohydramnios or
polyhydramnios would be different, we believe that the same factors that affect reproducibility of normal amniotic fluid affect assessment of abnormal amniotic fluid. It is not common practice to assess reproducibility in different subgroups (e.g. reproducibility of fetal growth in normal growth vs growth restricted fetuses. Nevertheless, it is possible that the measurement error, when AFV is abnormal, is not the same as that to normal and that measurement variation increases with liquor volume.

Unlike the study by Gramellini et al., our data are based on single measurements, which reflect common clinical practice and may therefore be more relevant. Other notable conditions were that observers were well trained in US and had ample time to complete the examinations. It is possible that under different conditions reproducibility may be different; however, our aim was to report reproducibility under optimal conditions to serve as a standard.

Interpretation
Despite the universal use of US to estimate AFV and the implications of an abnormal measurement, there are still questions as to which method is the most reliable. Previous studies have assessed the variation of AFI and SDVP but most assessed the intraobserver and interobserver variation of either AFI or SDVP measurement alone or used small sample sizes or limited range of gestational ages. Other researchers have focused on how well AFI and SDVP correlate with actual AFV, using dye dilution techniques as the gold standard; these studies where carried out on near term pregnancies or patients who subsequently underwent amniocentesis and in general suggest that the correlation is poor to moderate. Other studies have assessed which one of the two methods is most accurate for predicting perinatal morbidity and mortality. A meta-analysis comparing AFI and SDVP in preventing adverse perinatal outcome concluded that the SDVP may be better than AFI, because it is associated with a lower rate of labor induction. Similarly, it has been shown that the use of SDVP may be more accurate in the prediction of oligohydramnios in late pregnancy, as AFI in the third trimester may overestimate the incidence of oligohydramnios.

Our finding that intraobserver and interobserver reproducibility for SDVP and AFI is very similar combined with clinical data suggesting that AFI may lead to increased intervention without benefit suggests that SDVP may be a preferable method until a better tool for assessing AFV is developed.

CONCLUSION
In this study, we presented the intraobserver and interobserver variation of AFI and SDVP measurement, both in actual measurement difference and percentage difference values. The limits of agreement are wide for both AFI and SDVP, and none is consistently superior to the other.

The choice of measurement for amniotic fluid measurement should take into account both the measurement reproducibility, and its ability to predict perinatal outcome. Our study has demonstrated that intraobserver and interobserver reproducibility for both measurements is quite high throughout gestation. Further work is warranted in order to standardize a reproducible method to assess AFV. Until then, care should be taken in clinical practice in the interpretation of an abnormal AFV value.
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